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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we describe a video game design and programming 

class offered as part of the California Summer School for 

Mathematics and Science (COSMOS) program at University of 

California, Santa Cruz. The authors have co-taught this class for 

four years, and have had an opportunity to iteratively explore a 

number of approaches in teaching the class. The course has 

evolved a great deal over the last four years; this paper presents a 

post-mortem of the program so far, describes our different 

approaches, and provides insight into the game design process for 

students. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computer and Information 

Science Education – Computer science education  

General Terms 

Design, Human Factors. 

Keywords 
Games, outreach, high school, computer science fluency, lesson 

plans, education, project-based course, game design and 

development. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Each summer, the University of California at Santa Cruz 

(UCSC)—along with three other University of California 

campuses—hosts the California State Summer School for 

Mathematics and Science (COSMOS) program. COSMOS is a 

month-long hands-on program for high-school students, focused 

on exposing students to university-level topics and projects in the 

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) 

fields. Each campus provides eight or nine clusters within the 

program, each concentrating on a different STEM field. For the 

last four years, UCSC has offered a cluster called “Video Games: 

The Design of Fun, from Concept to Code,” which gives the 

students background on designing and programming games, as 

well as giving them the opportunity to create their own video 

game. We have been involved with the cluster since its inception, 

as teaching assistants for the first year, and then as instructors for 

the later years. 

The video game cluster is made up of 18-20 high school students. 

The class is made up of approximately equal numbers of boys and 

girls, ranging in age from 13-18. The students who choose our 

cluster have a stated interest in game design, although their 

backgrounds can be very different. While some students may have 

taken a computer science course in high school, most students 

who enter the program have no prior programming experiences, 

and there are some students who have rarely used a computer at 

all.  

Students must present their final game projects to their teachers 

and classmates at their home institution, as a requirement for 

completing the COSMOS program. The majority of our efforts are 

therefore focused on the production of a complete game. We have 

experimented with a number of different teaching strategies for 

ensuring that students make the best game they possibly can while 

also teaching a foundation in game analysis and core 

programming concepts that can be applied outside of game 

creation. All of the games that students create are 2D games with 

original graphics.  

As part of a STEM enrichment program, our cluster is heavily 

computer-science focused; one of our primary goals is to ensure 

that each student learns fundamental programming skills. 

However, we are equally focused on providing our students with a 

foundation in how to play, discuss, and analyze games critically, 

and teaching them about the game design process. We feel that 

these goals are symbiotic; games have previously been shown as a 

great motivational force for learning computer science [6] [10].  

The focus on creating a project in a short time period, as well as 

the variety of experiences and backgrounds of our students, 

provides a unique set of challenges and opportunities for us as 

instructors. This paper presents the evolution of the game design 

portion of the course, including the different teaching strategies 

we have used and changes to the class format.  

2. COURSE DESIGN 
Over these first four years of our program we have taught two 

different design methodologies. The course also evolved from 

being mainly lecture-based to incorporating significantly more 

activities for the students. 

2.1 Lecture vs. Activity-Based Courses 
Classes are broken up into two three-hour blocks. While there is 

easily enough material to fill a month worth of three-hour long 

classes, we found that some students struggled with successfully 

incorporating lecture material into their projects from lecture 

alone. Therefore, we began to incorporate activities to apply the 

knowledge they were learning in the lectures to help connect these 

abstract concepts to their games and projects. After integrating 

more activities, students began independently incorporating the 

design concepts into discussions about their projects as well as 

other games.  

To integrate the activities, each class was started with a game 

demonstration. The game would be selected to highlight the topic 

of the class for that day (such as One Button Bob [2] to discuss 

game mechanics or Flower [12] to illustrate a focus on aesthetics), 

and was typically chosen from less well-known video games or 

even board games. During the lecture, the games were referenced 
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and tied into the material, and at the end of the lecture, the 

students were given a design task which incorporated the concepts 

they had learned.  

2.2 Design Formalism Choice 
We have taught two schools of game design over the four years of 

the program. Initially, we focused on theoretical design concepts 

such as Salen & Zimmerman’s theories of the magic circle and 

game rules [11], Juul’s definition of a game [8], and Crawford’s 

definition of interactivity [5]. In 2010, we introduced the 

Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics (MDA) framework [7] as a 

practical framework to incorporate with the previous theories. 

2.2.1 Theoretical Design Concepts 
When we began the program, much of the game design material 

was borrowed from our college-level game design course. The 

material focused on a definition-based approach to game design. 

This method gives the students a strong foundation to be able to 

perform critical analysis on game design. 

To enable critical analysis, we covered different schools of 

thought on definitions of a game and play [4] [1] [8] [3] [11], 

game rules [11], games of emergence and progression [8], 

challenge and conflict and the definition of interactivity [5], 

rewards and goals [11], and game narrative [9]. As the program 

progressed, we found that the students had some difficulty taking 

the abstract theories of game design and applying them to their 

games. This was in part due to the accelerated nature of the 

program; the students start to design their games by the second 

week of the program. We were left feeling that we needed a 

quicker way to introduce design theory that the students could 

easily relate to and incorporate into their projects. 

2.2.2 Practical Design Concepts 
In 2010, we chose to move to the MDA framework, which stands 

for Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics. Mechanics refers to the 

rules of the game, dynamics are the ways in which mechanics 

interact with each other and with the player, and aesthetics are the 

emotional response of the player to the game—or in what way the 

game is engaging.  

The MDA approach describes how making changes to the 

mechanics, dynamics, or aesthetics of a game impact the other 

two aspects of the game. To demonstrate this, we used a slightly 

modified Bartok activity (a card game similar to Uno, but played 

with a regular deck of cards), based on The MDA of Bartok 

workshop [13] presented at Foundations of Digital Games in 

2010. The activity involves having the students play Bartok a 

number of times while incorporating additional or changed rules. 

Each rule is added, changed, or subtracted one at a time, so the 

students are able to see how changing one mechanic can change 

the dynamic and aesthetic of the game. 

This turned out to be a successful introduction to the concepts of 

game design; the students were able to integrate the theory into 

their own projects, and they were able to talk about their projects 

on a much deeper level. After introducing MDA, we then began 

integrating more theoretical design formalisms, tying them back 

to the framework.  

3. PROJECT DESIGN  
One of the primary goals of the COSMOS program is for students 

to participate in large-scale research or design projects that they 

can take back to their home institutions to present to their teachers 

and classmates. In the case of the video game cluster, this is a 

small, 2D game programmed by students in groups of two or 

three. 

3.1 Introduction of a game theme  
In the 2010 class, we decided to add a theme for the students to 

design around. This decision was based on the success of a game 

design theme in both the annual Global Game Jams1
 as well as the 

Experimental Gameplay Project2. The theme was used to add 

constraints to the design space which would challenge the 

students’ creativity. We chose the theme of “twilight”, with the 

added constraint that it could not have anything to do with the 

novels by the same name. While some students addressed the 

theme on a superficial level (e.g. having the game end when the 

sun set), others had the theme be a major part of their game. For 

instance, one group’s chose to focus on a more abstract definition 

of twilight: "a state of ambiguity or obscurity.” The game is a 

puzzle platformer where the player switches between two parallel 

worlds. Each world had different geometry and physics rules.  

We felt that, in general, adding a theme component was a success, 

but in the future we would choose a different theme. Using a verb 

instead of a noun could encourage the students to incorporate the 

theme at more than a story level. Some students had trouble 

decoupling the theme from the novels, and it was too easy to 

incorporate the theme as an artistic or minor element. The games 

that integrated the theme at a mechanic level tended to be more 

innovative. It is possible that this is somewhat self-selecting (the 

students who think about the theme more deeply will think about 

their game designs more), but this can be tested in future iterations 

of the class.   

3.2 Team Selection  
For the first three years of the cluster, we allowed students to 

choose their own teams with the thought that the students would 

rather work with their friends. However, team selection happened 

early enough in the program that students hadn’t really learned 

who they would work well with, or who they would get along 

with on a month-long scale. Many times, team selection was 

based more on where the students were sitting than any other 

factor. This would lead to issues with students working together 

with drastically different goals for the game, and in some extreme 

cases, some students were barely talking to each other by the end 

of the project.  

In 2010, we decided to assign teams instead of allowing the 

students to choose their own teams. Each student sent us an email 

with three game pitches they would like to work on, and three of 

their classmates that they would like to work with. To help with 

team selection, we posted each student’s game pitch anonymously 

to the class wiki. We then created teams based on skill levels, 

personalities, game pitch compatibility and the student’s choices. 

This turned out to be a long process but was a large improvement 

in the success of the teams.  

By balancing skill levels, we were able to minimize the number of 

students who felt like they didn’t contribute to the game effort. By 

allowing the students to choose pitches they wanted to work on, it 

meant that they were able to work on a game they were interested 

in, even if they weren’t with their friends. Overall this was very 

effective in creating stronger groups who worked well together; 

some of the teams are still working on their games almost a year 

later.   

                                                                 

1 http://globalgamejam.org/ 

2 http://experimentalgameplay.com/ 



4. DISCUSSION 
Over the last four years of COSMOS, we have made significant 

changes to our curriculum, all with the goal of enabling student 

creativity, easing creation of their games, and improving 

theoretical understanding of games. By iterating on our course’s 

design, we have learned a great deal about what works and 

doesn’t work in teaching game design to students, resulting in a 

list of concrete recommendations for similar game design 

programs to follow: 

Promoting student creativity within constraints leads to 

greater student motivation and learning. Students are more 

motivated to learn when they have creative control over their 

work. For example, instead of being taught about programming 

concepts in the abstract, students learn by asking how to solve a 

particular problem in their project. We also introduced a game 

theme and required individual game pitches before assigning 

groups. Students are forced to think within the theme constraint, 

and then later forced to adapt their original idea to meet the 

constraints imposed by their team mates. This results in initial 

game design documents that are well thought-out, and discourages 

the reimplementation of an existing favorite game. 

Activity-oriented classes help students connect abstract 

theories to concrete design. Students understand concepts more 

fully when they are able to apply them shortly after learning them. 

For example, lecturing about the differences between a game of 

emergence and a game of progression conveys the knowledge. 

Following with an exercise to find a game they like, identify 

whether it is a game of emergence or game of progression, and 

then change the game to make it fit the opposite role gives the 

students opportunities to understand the concept. 

Adding instructor control over team dynamics leads to greater 

learning. While we thought students would do a better job of 

picking teams than we would, it turned out that the students do not 

have enough information to pick successful teams. Having the 

instructor pick teams based on student input is more work but 

ended up being far more successful. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented the iterative development of a month-

long intensive game design course held as part of the COSMOS 

summer program at UC Santa Cruz. As the program has matured, 

we believe that it has gotten much stronger, with more innovative 

student projects. We believe that the lessons we have presented 

can be used to help shape other game design courses and outreach 

programs. 
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